
WHY ARE YOU GOING TO COLLEGE ESSAY

These people have many reasons for going to college. Majority of people choose to go to college so that they are able to
receive a better salary and afford .

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer. How useful was this post? Should college only be
for those with higher intelligence, should people put college to the side and only focus on work, or is it set in
store for some to follow in the footsteps of their parents who did not attend college? Several families with
children who have gained their degrees have shared their thoughts why to continue with the higher education
no matter what the obstacles are. Achieve Independence Along with gaining financial responsibility, there is
the need for kids to mature in their decision-making. Turning back to our statistics used to defend the position
that young people should go to college, it should be noticed that there were 9. Useful information may be
retrieved from the website with the recent wages data. While at high school students have to remember
information, college teaches them how to apply gained skills. However, a college education is an opportunity
to learn what you love. You need to put away your old habits and your old self, and become the person you
were meant to be. Even moving from a childhood home to a dorm on a local college campus can be a great
change of scenery. You get admission in post-graduation programs. In college with the conscious mind, they
do the things they love, but in the subconscious mind, they keep analyzing what is good and what is wrong.
The sense of competition will help you later when you apply for the entrance examination and job interviews.
Start Fresh Sometimes you just need a fresh start in life. If we want to acquire an increased knowledge,
especially the professional knowledge for a particular job or a specialist field of work, university and college
would be the most appropriate place. But is that the only reason why someone would really choose to go to
college? You have to make money work for you instead of working on them. This can be the first step in
discovering where you fit in the world. But in college, the rules are not as strict as they found in the school
such as wearing the same colored or dress for years. Get a Change of Scenery For some people, the number
one reason to go to college may simply be the opportunity to move to a new location. Learn Something It is
true that many degrees do not prepare you for the real world in terms of what you learn. Improvement in
Confidence and awareness A college education increases the confidence level in students. Department of
Labor. In which they find that professors are not that much worry like school teachers.


